
 DIRECTED ENERGY TORTURE 

There is an organized program that pays stalkers to sneak into people’s 
bedrooms while they are sleeping, cloaked with military technology to keep the 

stalkers hidden, implant the victim with an electronic Wireless Medical Body 
Area Network which may contain any of the following: (1) EEG monitor and 
cochlear radio device which may be injected up through their sinuses to their 
brain, (2) RFID chip and wires in the brain (medulla oblongata) may be  
through the top of the mouth, (3) radar based communication wireless brain 
modem, (4) implants in their eyes, (5) GPS tracking devices and pressure 
sensors in their feet or other body parts (6) motion sensors in arms and legs, 
(7) liquid crystal and/or magnetic nano particles in the blood, (8) 
neurostimulators injected next to nerves in joints and muscles throughout the 
body to create the most pain possible and (9) a multitude of various implants. 
The victim is later tortured mercilessly with shocking, vibrating, burning and 
microwaving by beaming Directed Energy at them to activate the implants, to 

keep the victim from sleeping, erase their memory, degrade their health and 
evoke emotions to produce an event during which the victim reacts to their 
torture and is subsequently accused by authorities of being mentally ill, put 
into a mental or criminal institution where they are forcibly drugged after which 
the state tries to confiscate all their property! Land and property reclamation is 
happening all over the nation. 
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can be defined as the right and opportunity of all people “to benefit 

equally” from the resources afforded us by society and the 
environment. Solutions like mass transit, open borders, Obama Care, 

low-income housing, food stamps, and free lunch programs in the 
schools are all part of the Sustainable Development equation because 

they create “Social Justice”. 

Economic Injustice occurs when a person’s gender, ethnicity, religious 

affiliation or a handicap places a limitation on their chances of success 
in the workplace, a person’s socioeconomic status prevents them from 

receiving higher education, a person’s socioeconomic status prevents 

them from moving up in the workplace, certain countries, through a 
wealth of natural resources, prosper over other less fortunate 

countries. Using those examples, Economic justice can be defined as 
the equal ability of the individual or countries to gain wealth. In the 

workplace, college scholarships for the low-income student, and 
redistribution of wealth from the wealthier countries to the poorer 

countries, sometimes through outright monetary “gifts” and sometimes 

through treaties and agreements that work to the U.S.’s 
disadvantage, are part of the formula of Sustainable Development 

because they create “Economic Justice.” 

Environmental Injustice is when man pollutes the air, land, or water, 

man causes species to go extinct, man fills in a swamp, man causes 
the climate to warm, or change, whichever claim the environmentalists 

are making this week. Using those examples, Environmental Justice 
says that man is responsible for all of nature’s woes. The presence of 

man on this planet is an Environmental Injustice.  Consequently, it is 

critical that all of man’s activities be severely controlled, of course, by 
the government, in order to protect the environment. 

Environmental Justice is used to effectively convince Americans that 

in order to save their planet they must give up their individual rights 

for those of the collective. In other words, the 3 E’s are a way to be 
sure no one has more than anyone else (unless you are a member of 

the elite), even if you are smarter, worked harder, took more risks, 
made all the right decisions, and sacrificed. Your very success is a 

social injustice.  Further, God may have given Man dominion over the 

Earth, but apparently big government feels it has veto power over God. 

For a Sustainablist a regulation, that manages to create social equity, 
economic and environmental justice, all in one fell swoop, is the ideal 

regulation or policy. That regulation is said to have achieved the Triple 

Bottom Line (=sustainability). 

 Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, 

Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment  

JUNE 26 
International Day in  

Support of Victims of Torture 

The United Nations Convention against Torture is an international 

human rights treaty, under the review of the United Nations, that 
aims to prevent torture and other acts of cruel, inhuman, or 

degrading treatment or punishment around the world.  

The Convention requires states to take effective measures to prevent 
torture in any territory under their jurisdiction, and forbids states to 

transport people to any country where there is reason to believe they 
will be tortured. 

Since it came into force on June 26, 1987, the absolute prohibition 

against torture and other acts of cruel, inhuman, or degrading 
treatment or punishment has become accepted as a principle of 

customary international law. As of May 2015, the Convention has 158 
state parties. Wiki:  “United Nations Convention against Torture” 
 

WHAT IS TORTURE? 
Torture means any act by which severe pain or suffering, whether 
physical or mental, is intentionally inflicted on a person for such 

purposes as obtaining from him or a third person information or a 
confession, punishing him for an act he or a third person has 

committed or is suspected of having committed, or intimidating or 
coercing him or a third person, or for any reason based on 

discrimination of any kind, when such pain or suffering is inflicted 
by or at the instigation of or with the consent or acquiescence of 
a public official or other person acting in an official capacity. It 

does not include pain or suffering arising only from, inherent in or 
incidental to lawful sanctions.” 

 http://www.irct.org/what-is-torture/defining-torture.aspx 

 

What Is State Sponsored Domestic Terrorism? 
Directed Energy Attacks On The Public or Individuals, Human 

Experimentation, Hyper-Surveillance, Abuse by Political, 
Government, Courts and any partners thereof (Police, 

Emergency Services, Hospitals, Doctors, Corporations, 
Businesses and Stalkers) with Biological Weapons and Gang 

Stalking. Notation: Anything that enters the human body with the 
intent to change human behavior, or investigative frequencies are 

considered a Biological Weapon and is forbidden by the High 
Court and International Law 1997 which is considered torture. 

See Link: http://www.hrweb.org/legal/cat.html 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_human_rights_instruments
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_human_rights_instruments
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Torture
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cruel_and_unusual_punishment
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cruel_and_unusual_punishment
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Territory_%28geographic_region%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jurisdiction
http://www.irct.org/what-is-torture/defining-torture.aspx
http://www.burntorangereport.com/diary/30798/breaking-ken-paxton-indicted-on-3-felony-counts-of-fraud
http://www.hrweb.org/legal/cat.html


Who are the perpetrators of Torture? 
By definition, torture is inflicted by or at the instigation of or with 

the consent or acquiescence of a public official or other person 
acting in an official capacity such as: 

 
 prison officers/detention staff 

 the police 

 the military 

 paramilitary forces 

 state-controlled contra-guerilla forces 

 

But perpetrators may also include: 

 
 health professionals 

 legal professionals 

 co-detainees acting with the approval or on the orders of 

public officials 

 death squads 

 
In the context of armed conflicts, torture and other forms of ill-

treatment could also be inflicted by: 

 
 opposition forces 

 the general population (in a civil war situation) 

 

Coalition Against Harmful Technology 
Any reproduction of this publication must 

have the authorization of CAHT. 
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WHAT IS AGENDA 21? 

 Agenda 21 is one of several global agendas designed to create 
a coalition of government, business, and non-governmental 

organizations (NGO’s) under the auspices of the United Nations.  When 
fully operational, this system of Global Governance, will command a 

One World Court, a One World Army, a One World Media, etc. all 
working in lock-step to gain total control over all human activity and all 

of the Earth’s wealth. It was at the Rio Summit in Rio de Janeiro in 

1992 that President George H.W. Bush, with the other 178 heads of 
state, signed agreement to Agenda 21. 

Agenda 21 is the “How To” document for Sustainable Development to 

be implemented through every level of government. Non-Governmental 

Organizations (NGO’s), such as the Nature Conservancy, The Sierra 
Club, the World Resources Institute, and the National Wildlife 

Federation worked directly with the United Nations to craft Agenda 21, 
and put Agenda 21 policies into every single agency in the U.S. Federal 

Government. 

The United Nations created the 3 E’s:  social equity, economic 

justice, and environmental justice. The logo below is used to 
represent Sustainable Development dogma. The area right in the 

center of the three circles, where all three circles overlap, represents 
the Triple Bottom Line, and that also represents “sustainability”. 

 
Social Injustice, means that a person cannot move freely to meet his 

needs (i.e. they have no access to transportation or means to 
immigrate to another country), a person has ill-health, so cannot 

meet their needs, a person does not have access to good housing 

and a person does not have access to quality food. Using those 
examples, social equity 

 
See http://www.agenda21course.com/ 
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TORTURE WITH MISUSE OF MEDICAL DEVICES 
Surveillance with Cochlear, Radio, RFID & GPS 
chips and Retinal Implant. An RFID tag in the 
sleep apnea device is injected at the back of the 
throat, wires go directly into the medulla oblongata. 
SASS 09.pdf at wphillips.com. The cochlear implant 
has two pieces, one which goes up through the 
sinuses and the other into the cochlea. Fully-
Implantable Cochlear Implant With Nasal Insertion 
Capability, Hugh Emmanuel; Cochlear Implants: 
System Design, Integration and Evaluation, Fan Gang 
Zeng, 2008.  

System for producing artificial telepathy; WO 2005055579 A1 
A device is proposed which will provide the user with a form of artificial telepathy, 
namely the ability to communicate with others with no obvious signs of connection. 
The system comprises a mobile phone `engine' which interfaces to an existing or 
future public mobile telephony network.  
 
Moving Towards a National Medical Device Postmarket Surveillance 
System, by Jeffrey Shuren and Thomas Gross, Feb. 23, 2015. Postmarket means 
after they are sold and implanted, they will be monitored by a central computer. 
Strengthening Patient Care: Building an Effective National Medical Device 
Surveillance System, is plan to perform mind/body surveillance on every person. 

Cochlear Implants: System Design, Integration 
and Evaluation, Fan Gang Zeng, Jan. 2008. All modern 
cochlear implant systems have a speech processor, 
digital signal processing (DSP), power amplifier, and RF 

transmitter. The DSP receives sound and is the brain of 
the cochlear implant.  It extracts and converts the sound 
features to a stream of bits that can be transmitted by 
the RF link. TI implants are modified; everything is inside 
the head. 

Devices, Systems and Methods For Diagnosing and Treating Sinusitis and 
Other Disorders of the Ears, Nose and/or Throat, US Patent 20080154250 A1 
describes minimally invasive flexible catheters which can be inserted through the 
sinuses, advancing an illuminating portion of a light emitting probe into a patient's 
head, either the nasopharynx, Eustachian tube, inner ear or middle ear. 

The Contour Advance perimodiolar 
electrode with the Advanced Off-Stylet® 
(AOS) technique designed for atraumatic scala 
tympani insertion of a 22 electrode implant. 
System works with radio telemetry/cell phone. Cochlear Corp. 
has contracts with the US military. See cochlear.com 

Fundamentals of Clinical ECAP Measures in Cochlear 
Implants: Part 1: Use of the ECAP in Speech Processor 

Programming, Michelle L. Hughes. Neural Response Telemetry (NRT) is the ECAP 
telemetry software used with the last four generations of Cochlear Corporation 
devices.  
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                                                                                       PUBLIC EDUCATION 

 This project is dedicated to educating the public about technologies 

being used in warfare against citizens. The purpose of this publication is to 
inform you that crimes, including torture and murder are being committed 

with directed energy across the US and the world in violation of the rights 
of all humans. We have not only lost our human rights, we have lost our 

right to stay alive and live the life God gave us! 

This booklet describes a systematic extinction of citizens who are 
neither terrorists nor a threat to “national security.” War was declared on 

the people on 9-11. They did not realize it at the time. Directed Energy 
destroyed the twin towers. Everything told to us was predicated on lies, as 

are the wars, legislation and programs related to the “war on terror.”  

The present war being waged against Targeted Individuals is 

an example of what is intended for all humanity. The 

ownership of minds and bodies is to be compromised with a 
system of implants called a wireless Medical Intra-Body Area 

Network which wirelessly sends all physiological data 
including your EEG, your emotional state and your physical 

location to the government. The EEG/Cochlear implant can 

be inserted up through your sinuses. Wire transponders can 
be covertly inserted into the medulla oblongata in the brain 

through the roof of the mouth. This may seem strange at 
first, but please seriously consider what you read here.  

HOW IS EVERYONE A TARGET?  

An atmosphere of fear exists because 
of the threat of these events. 

1.  Chemtrails load the atmosphere with chemicals, metals, fibers with 
harmful proteins inside, gels and polymers, insects, worms, bacteria, fungi, viruses, 
genetic and blood products. This is coupled with electromagnetic frequencies which 
open organ barriers and the blood brain barrier so that pathogens can invade 
quickly. This is a two-prong system of health degradation. 

2.  Weather Warfare. Directed Energy is being used to cause droughts and 
floods, to destroy property, the food and water supply and the economy. Tsunamis, 
hurricanes and tornadoes can be steered to any geographic location to target 
political enemies and communities of unwanted poor people. Directed Energy is 

being used to cause earthquakes and volcanic eruptions. CERN can effect the 
earth’s magnetosphere which protects the earth from storms on the sun. See CERN 
spiked at exact moment the Nepal earthquake erupted, April 25, 2015. 

3. Mind manipulation weapons are being used on everyone. Electromagnetic 
installations (HAARP, GWEN and cell towers) broadcast frequencies across broad 
populated areas that alter emotions and cause panic, anxiety, depression, apathy 
and sleepiness for controlling people. Cell phones are used to direct energy at 
people and have the potential to murder. Beware of anyone pointing a phone at 
you, it is not just a harmless gesture. It is a crime to microwave a human. 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=4&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CDwQFjAD&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.wphillips.com%2FInvention%2520Convention%2FSASS%252009.pdf&ei=jq5lVZz4NsuWNtyFgZgD&usg=AFQjCNG1OuHz03QOd42DQnzb6NvllmfIPg&sig2=wYi3kzQ_Y-XmOStfWqk7XQ&bvm=bv.93990622,d.eXY
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/AboutFDA/CentersOffices/OfficeofMedicalProductsandTobacco/CDRH/CDRHReports/UCM435112.pdf
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/AboutFDA/CentersOffices/OfficeofMedicalProductsandTobacco/CDRH/CDRHReports/UCM435112.pdf
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 SOME HELPFUL MATERIALS 
 

Balego® TENS 3000 Over the Counter Analog 
unit with 3 modes, Timer and Amplitude Cap 

($23.500) (Amazon) 
This unit can help alleviate pain. Place electrodes 

over area where you are hit with shock and 

vibration. Use various pulses and time settings. 

Rubber Mouse Pads at BELKIN.com $.99 

http://www.belkin.com/us/F8E081/p/P-F8E081/ 
(Ebay seller hi-tech $13.59 for 20 soft rubber 

mouse pads, Order #1159065) Wear layers of 

mouse pads under your clothing or layer to sleep on. 

Dynamat 11103 Dynaliner 32" x 54" x 1/2" Thick Self-
Adhesive Sound Deadener $70.00 (Amazon) 

This is a large mat that has a sticky side so you can put a piece of 
conductive material on one side such as Velostat or Linqstat. You 

can put this around you while you sleep or use to cover an 

enclosure. This helps block EMF and sound-mediated frequencies. 

Linqstat-Caplinq.com or Velostat-3M 

Linqstat or Velostat is an electrically conductive film 

used to block EMF away. It can be used to construct a 
Faraday-like cage or wrap around you while sleeping. 

Construct pieces of clothing or put in a hat. 

Fiberglass Welder’s Blanket-Harbor Freight $28-$35 

Fiberglass is dangerous to breathe so if you use the blanket 

indoors it must be sealed with clear acrylic or other paint to 
seal glass particles away from your environment. Then it 

would be useless for welding of course. It can be used as a 
layer of protective materials over an enclosure to block EMF. 

 

Conductive Black Silicone Rubber Gasket Material 

(11.75’’ x 8.75’’) ($7.00) (Ebay) 

Anything that has carbon or grapheme in it will block 
EMF. You can put this under your clothes or sleep on it. 

Multi-Wavelength Laser Protection Glasses 
Goggle. CE certified $40 (Amazon) 

Protect eyes from harmful light beam: 200~540nm 

and 900~2000nm. Too dark to wear at night. 
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3.  Materials for Enclosure.  Layered enclosures can be made easily 

with rigid insulation boards (4’X 8’) covered with aluminum at Lowes. The 
aluminum sheet that covers them makes them an instant Faraday cage. 

You can build a frame and attach other materials: (a) grounded wire 
mesh, MU metal, (2) conductive Velostat and Linqstat. A percentage of 

acoustic signals may be blocked with sound deadening material like 

conductive rubber, butyl rubber/backed with aluminum, mass loaded lead 
substitutes. Also Mylar emergency blankets can be grounded. Learn to 

ground yourself and your shielding materials. Grounding kits ($6 Ebay). 

4.  Acoustic signals (FUS-Focused UltraSound and SilentSound) can 

be partially blocked with conductive rubber and fiberglass blankets 
(Harbor Freight $27). Ultrasound is used to stimulate implants so you 

want to block the area of the implant with aluminum tape, conductive 

rubber, silicone or Teflon worn on your body or placed under you and 
over you while you sleep. The twisted fibers in dense pillows block sound.  

5.  Smart Meter Band is made of conductive 
rubber is $45 for 2 on Ebay. Both go on the same 

meter. They block EMF almost completely.  

6.  Make or buy a leather hat. Recommended by Robert 
Duncan. (Ebay $27 pilot hat) Cover your whole head, ears 

and chin. This one has round pockets for magnets. Use 
materials for blocking EMF and acoustic (most important) 

to line the inside. You might use a layer of aluminum, butyl 
rubber, conductive rubber, mouse pads or Linqstat.  

7.  Neodymium magnets (on Ebay or Amazon up to 230 lb 
pull) or other wearable magnets interfere with signals and 

they take pain away. 

8. Aluminum Sticky Tape. Aluminum Foil Tape with 

Conductive Acrylic Adhesive, Converted from 3M 1120, 6 yd 
Length, 0.625" Width, Roll $7.50 

You can use this to wrap or cover implants or line a hat. 

 

9. Magnetic Tape Headband. Master Magnetics #07019 

1"x10' Flex Magnet Tape – Amazon $7.56 
Don’t know if this helps but it might. 

10.  York Shield 106 and FortiFlash are 

Aluminum and Copper sheets with a rubberized 
backing good for making shielding. See 

cfienterprises.com for uses. 
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WHAT IS DIRECTED ENERGY? 

Historically, wars have been fought with kinetic weapons--bullets and bombs. A 
directed-energy weapon (DEW) emits highly focused energy, transferring that 

energy to a target to damage it. The energy can come in various forms: 
 

 electromagnetic radiation from the 
light spectrum which includes Gamma 
and X-rays, Optics: Ultraviolet, Visible 
Light, Infrared, and Electronics: Radio 
Spectrum which includes Broadcast/ 
Wireless and Microwave), Lasers and 
Masers, Laser Induced Plasma (the 
sun is plasma) 
 Particles with mass, in particle-beam 
weapons (technically a form of micro-
projectile weapon) 
 Sound in sonic weapons (infrasound 
and ultrasound) 

Military applications of this technology 
include anti-personnel weapon systems, missile 
defense systems, and the disabling of cars, 
drones, jet skis, and electronic devices such as 
mobile phones. When used on humans, DEWs 
cause the most devastating injuries equal to any 
kinetic weapon. Some DEWs can simply 
disintegrate a material object. The picture to the 

right shows the DEW injuries of an Iraqi child. 
Directed Energy should not be used on human 
beings of any country, even at low levels, for 
any purpose other than medical therapy. 

To the left is a burn on 
the back of the neck of 
an Arizona woman. 
She is struck in her 
home daily with energy 
weapons from an 
unknown source. To 
the right are burns 

from a laser on a man’s legs who is burned while 
driving his truck. An Active Denial Weapon does not have to betray its user's 
position when fired. A stalker may use a handheld device or a portable device in 
their home or car because the energy goes through walls. Police cars and jails have 
this equipment in them. Antennas integrated into existing city infrastructure are 
used to focus beams of energy onto a person on the sidewalk, in their car, in a 
business or in their home. Microwaves and lasers cause pain equal to a knife or 
bullet entering the body, burning skin and heating flesh and bone. Pulsed 
microwave stabs the victim over and over. Scientist V.I.Vernadsky said, “He who 
controls the entire electromagnetic spectrum will dominate the world.” (1863-1945) 
                                                          1 



WHAT IS A TARGETED INDIVIDUAL? 

A Targeted Individual (“TI”) is a person who is an unwilling victim of 

covert government terrorist operations which cause (1) psychological harm 
through organized stalking and brain manipulation and (2) physical harm 

with biological weapons, implants, directed energy weapons and acoustic 
trauma. The goal of this terrorism is to remove the TI from society through 

torture, leading to a “final solution” -- death. The terrorism is expanded to 

the TI’s family, including their children. Families are being shocked, 
vibrated and burned with Directed Energy Weapons (“DEWs”). The torture 

degrades a person mentally and physically to such a degree that their 
ability to function is greatly diminished. An individual’s expectations for 

personal fulfillment, success and happiness are destroyed so completely 
that they have little hope of a viable future. Deniability is built into the 

torture program with the real perpetrators hidden behind new or secret 

technology and layers of vague claims of transparent authority. 

INTRODUCTION 

What is happening while America sleeps? Targeted 

Individuals are people who the government has 
decided do not have any right to live, have no 

Constitutional rights and have no police protection, yet 

they are required to remain model citizens. Since this 
program is run by the government and the police, 

people who carry out these attacks on their authority 
have no fear of being prosecuted. TI’s rarely know who the people are that 

are destroying their lives. The enemy is invisible except for the stalkers 
who carry out psychological operations to create fear and intimidation. 

Targeting is the perfect crime because it is almost impossible to prove who 

is pointing microwaves at you. All forms of recording targeting are 
electronically suppressed. Evidence of targeting is rare or nonexistent. 

A targeting protocol designed to deconstruct the life of a TI is 
designed for each Target. Methods vary but are consistently similar enough 

that patterns are seen which verify that this is systematic scheme of attack 

with the same weapons:  directed energy, organized stalking, biological, 
chemical agents and misused medical technologies. TI’s find themselves 

alone, fighting an invisible enemy which (1) is much larger and more 
powerful than themselves, (2) has an overwhelming technological 

advantage because they have every weapon available to the US Army, 
Navy, Air Force and Marines and (3) has the force of corrupted authority 

behind it. A TI finds themselves at war with the United States of America! 

The first object of harassment is to remove the TI from their support 
systems which would be: (1) their source of income, and (2) their family 

and emotional support. Their credibility is destroyed by labeling them a 
mental patient or a criminal. Persistent torture with microwave energy 
                                                               2 

 SHIELDING 

Remember not to hurt yourself with any shielding. 

Once you understand what you are shielding from, you can select 

materials that will keep microwave and acoustic frequencies away from 
you. A Faraday cage is effective if you are shielding from radio/microwave 

frequencies. Sound deadening materials must be added to shield from 
acoustic weapons. You can tell if you are dealing with acoustic energy if 

something exerts pressure, moves something around you or if you hear 
sounds coming from various objects--Silent Sound (heterodyning). 

1. Frequency Protection. Have you been illegally chipped without 

your knowledge or consent? This is an asymmetric frequency war meant 
to make you helpless and unable to defend yourself. Make sure you don’t 

interfere with emergency services. You do have the right to protect your 
home, your property and your body. It does not need to extend beyond 

the walls of your home or your own body in the case of implants. Signals 

come from the (1) phone that gets your GPS coordinates (2.4-2.5 GHz), 
(2) signals that stimulate your implants and (3) signals between implants 

and (4) return signals from the implants (400-470 MHz signal). Medical 
telemetry is an international program and is being synchronized by 

phone, implant, antenna and transceiver manufacturers. You may not get 

out from under this program by moving to another country. You can be 
tracked like a dog and targeted by satellite and cell towers. If you can 

use your phone, you are getting enough signal to stimulate implants. See 
https://www.fcc.gov/document/medical-body-area-networks 

2. Enclosure. Frequencies can come from all 
directions. A one person tent (this one has a cot 

inside) is easy to turn into a Faraday cage by 

painting it with EMF shielding paint or graphite. 
Covering the entire thing with conductive rubber 

and a fiberglass blanket helps shield from 
acoustic vibrations. You need to be able to lock 

your enclosure from the inside. The military may be using unknown 

technologies to transport stalkers into your room or perform remote 
activity. There may be energy coming from below you, so include the 

area under your bed in your shielding plan. Stay in the enclosure the 
whole night. When you get up and open you door, they come in. One TI 

said she felt that someone as small as a midget came into her enclosure 
with her and was walking around on the bed in the dark. The next 

morning, she had a knee puncture and subsequent pain in that knee. 

Keep all your doors locked and barricaded from the inside. Don’t’ trust 
motel locks and latches. They have special tools. You can hang material 

like a tent over your bed by hanging it over a suspended cord. Blankets, 
quilts and dense pillows scatter focused ultrasound and energy beams. 
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METERS 

CC308+ Sold by Newgate $7.50 

Detection modes: Laser, Vibration, Beep, LED,  
Headset; Wireless Sweep: frequency range 

(1MHz-65GHz); Camera distance of 10cm-10m 
(the naked eye can identify red flashing). If you 

carry this with you, it will tell you when you are 

being hit with radiation, including radar. 

Hf35c Rf Analyze (800mhz - 2.5 Ghz) $329.00 

Measuring exposure levels of RF in your home or 
workplace is as easy as switching your meter on, 

selecting measurement settings and recording the LCD 

displayed readings as you walk the meter through your 
living space 

 
CORNET ED85EXS RF Meter – Cellular, Microwave, 

Wireless Radiation w/antenna $189. 
Wide frequency range: 1MHz to 8GHz (SMA 

connector RF input), Super Wide dynamic range 60dB, 
High sensitivity -55dBm to 0 dBm (25mV/m to 14.8V/m), 

Peak power density measurement 1.5uW/m2 to 
0.58W/m2, LCD digital Histogram and Bar display to 

display power density level 

 

RF Explorer and Handheld Spectrum Analyzer 6G Combo 

$379 Amazon 
Frequency band: 15MHz-2.7GHz and 4.85GHz-.1GHz;Amplitude 

resolution: 0.5dBm; three antennas: Nagoya NA773 wideband 
telescopic antenna for all Sub-GHz frequencies, a rubber duck 

5.8 GHz and a whip helical for 2.4GHz band. Covers  WiFi, 

Bluetooth, Wireless Audio and Video, LTE, GSM, GPRS, Satellite, 
CATV, DTV, etc.  

 
Extech 480846 8 GHz RF Electromagnetic Field 

Strength Meter $649.00 
High frequency measurement for EMF (10MHz to 8GHz,non-
directional (isotropic) measurement with 3-channel (triaxial) 

measurement probe, and manual store/recall up to 99 sets. 

Measurements are optimized for 900MHz, 1800MHz, 2.7GHz, 
3.5GHz, and 8GHz. If an RF measurement exceeds a user 

selectable threshold, an audible alert will sound. 
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 alters the physiology of the brain, thus changing the ability to make 

decisions. Jobless immigrants have been given jobs sitting on rooftops in 
America pointing radar guns at the heads of sleeping Americans. The 

effects of microwave heating are disabling: “Radio frequency directed 
energy used as a weapon… heating the body, distorting brain function, 

memory loss, thought control and disorientation are a few of the effects.” 

See Bio Effect of Selected Nonlethal Weapons, US Army.  

Most non-thermal effects of electromagnetic radiation are due to 

leakage of calcium from cell membranes, hormone and enzyme systems. 
Long-term exposure to radiation whether ionizing or non-ionizing is 

harmful. Radiation opens the junction barriers that protect us from toxins in 
the environment such as the blood brain barrier, which leads to the death 

of neurons and can result in early dementia and Alzheimer’s. The goal is to 

degrade a person’s body so they are vulnerable to further attacks which 
bring about their death. The Biological Effects of Weak Electromagnetic 
Fields-Problems and Solutions, Andrew Goldsworthy March 2012.  

WHY WAR ON CITIZENS? 

If you were at war, wouldn’t it be nice if your enemy just killed 
themselves to save you the trouble? Is America at war? Yes, it attacked its 

own people and slaughtered about 3,500 people on 9-11. “In the aftermath 

of the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks, the federal and state 
governments embarked on a far-ranging effort to detect and defend 

against potential terrorist threats.” Recommendations for Fusion Centers, 
info@constitutionproject.org. Today there are at least 77 Fusion Centers 

active in the US that pose serious risks to civil liberties. The radiation and 
stalking programs are staged and run through these centers. The 

Constitution Project “seeks to reform the nation’s broken criminal justice 

system and to strengthen the rule of law.” The torture, radiation and 
stalking of people the government thinks of as terrorists and criminals, 

(although they have not been found guilty of any crime) is repairing the 
criminal justice system! Targeted Individuals’ Breakthrough: Fusion Center 
Abusing TIs Exposed, Monday, May 18, 2015 

This new kind of justice eliminates due process and trials completely, 
eliminating the right a person has to defend themselves. It also creates 

double jeopardy because TI’s are also subject to judicial law. The federal 
program implants TIs with tracking and pain delivery systems and 

sentences them to death but never accuses them of a crime. If this 

happens to anyone, it can happen to you. 

If a TI fights back with lawsuits or exposes their torture publicly, 

they are murdered and their death is documented as a natural death or a 
suicide. Most people are unaware that this torture and death is happening 

now because it is so well covered up. If events do not upset society, 
everything proceeds as usual. Their slogan is:  “PROCEED SLOWLY.”  Yuri 

Bezmenov, who defected from Russia in 1984 said, “The U.S. will not be 
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overthrown by the use of weapons, but by a slow process of propaganda 

designed to change the American way of thinking about life, politics, 
society and the world.” He spoke of ‘useful idiots’ who would be disposed 

of once their goals had been achieved (stalkers?). See ambrosekane.com. 

Susan Watkins, who was found hung in her closet in 

March of 2014, was a legal secretary involved in a court 

case in Missouri courts as a TI. She had been attacked 
with Directed Energy. She was on the legal committee of 

Freedom From Covert Harassment and Surveillance 
(Ffchs.com). Those who knew Susan agree that she was 

very interested in living and that she would never have 
hung herself. She notified Ffchs that her life was in 

danger a few days before her death. There seems to be 

a particularly cruel way in which black Americans are 
being attacked with guns and directed energy. She is remembered. 

Some TI’s are gassed in their beds with chemicals and pesticides 
from spray cans or tanks. Some are sprayed by nurses in assisted living 

facilities or in hospitals. Cowardly perpetrators strike when their victim is 

most vulnerable--when they are asleep. One 83 yr. 
old TI in Irving, Texas, was blinded by the 

chemicals sprayed on her while she was sleeping. 
Then they stole her car and kicked her dog to 

death. Her persistent torturer was a man who 
identified himself as Juan Sanchez on a video tape 

recording. She had 2 license plate numbers, even a 

payroll stub that was accidentally dropped in her 
driveway and the Irving, TX police would not help her. However, they did 

give her a free ride to the mental hospital 4 times. The TI was convinced 
that the police operated and protected a meth-making/delivery business, a 

vehicle theft “abandoned vehicle” operation, gun smuggling and 

prostitution on her street for 20 years. Firemen used city fire trucks and 
medics used ambulances at the drug houses to transport drugs. They had 

hundreds of delivery drivers delivering drugs all over the city and had an 
armed guard walking her street. All the elderly people on her street were 

either killed or driven out of their homes with microwaving and stalking 

after many break-ins and robberies. See DEA Insider Reveals How Agency 
Protects Drug Trafficking for the Elite, by Dave Hodges. 

The TI left her home of 50 years in Texas and moved to Oklahoma, 
but the torture followed her. An automated system sprayed powdery 

chemicals into both her homes. She was attacked with whole body shocks, 
vibrations and frequencies that made her incontinent. She talked about her 

torture to her home healthcare worker and the state put her in mental care 

where she is now medicated by court order. The state now gets her 
pension and social security. She had liquid assets of $.5 M, but now she 

lives in an assisted living facility harassed and drugged every day. 
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 TIPS FOR TARGETS 
Stalking is a psychological operation meant to destroy your morale and 

discredit your beliefs and actions. They first question your mental health by bringing 
your sanity into question by asking, “Have you ever been diagnosed with 

schizophrenia or bipolar disorder?” which puts the victim on the defensive. See 
Wikipedia “Psychological Warfare” and the references at the bottom of the page. 

1.  Do not call 911 or the police. Targeted Individuals do not have police 

protection.  If you hear voices, feel something on your body that’s not there (this is 

a perception war) or see things move on their own or people that aren’t there 

(holograms), remember there are secret technologies ordinary people do not have. 

Do not talk to police, city, state or federal employees. There is a law in effect that 

gives them the right to seize you for a 72-hour mental health exam, without your 

consent, during which you will be injected with a tracking device(s), microwaved, 

drugged with psychiatric drugs and implanted with a brain/cochlear/radio device. 

They already have a system of assigned professionals to provide false testimony. 

2.  Stay calm and do not react to provocateurs who will try to get you to act 

out in public. Stalking is a psychological operation meant to create an emotional 

reaction from you so you will make a scene in public so they have witnesses of your 

“irrational”, “insane”, or “hallucinogenic” reactions so you can be put  in jail or a 

mental hospital. Say as little as possible, deny any agitation or annoyance like you 

don’t know what they are talking about and leave the area. They will try to provoke 

you into conversation, accusing you of stalking them, being crazy or trespassing. Do 

not react or try to explain. They know what they are doing. They have planned the 

episode in advance, with the goal of evoking a planned psychological reaction in 

you. Make sure you take your prescription medication and stay healthy.  

3.  Be careful who you tell your symptoms to. Do not try to convince 

everyone this is happening. Others are being groomed to report family, friends and 

neighbors for being mentally ill based on the five signs of mental illness (agitation, 

feelings of helplessness, change in personality, withdrawal and lack of personal 

grooming) promoted by the Change Direction Campaign. 

4.  Get in touch with other TI’s via forums, conference calls on TalkShoe 

(Freedomfchs.com) by calling the support line phone 1-800-571-5618. 

5. Place computers and phones inside shielding material. Save your 

testimony, evidence, data and picture files in 2 or 3 places.  

6. Take pictures of everything that happens to you. Wear a camera on you 

when you go to the store, out to eat or to the doctor, keep it on and video 

everything and everyone, especially your stalkers who point phones at you. They 

are committing a crime. Repetition exposes stalkers. Record faces, vehicles and 

signals. Stalkers don’t like their pictures taken. They don’t like this booklet either. 

7. Frequencies. Remember you and the people around you will be hit with 

frequencies to create various states of emotion, especially make you angry and act 

out in order to give them a reason to have you committed. The brain can be 

manipulated with aural, visual or by electromagnetic radiation. If you feel the onset 

of vibrations in your body which may be slight, you are probably being hit with EMF. 

8. Meters. Record frequencies being beamed at you and video the results.  

9. Quietly stalk them back. If stalkers point phones at you, redirect their 

attention, ask to borrow their phone for an emergency, tell them they dropped 

something, ask for directions, get clever. Stop their work! 
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15. Car Sitter.  If you are in your vehicle, a rough looking car will park next to you and 
people will be on the phone. They sit outside in the parking lot or on the street with their 
lights on you to let you know they are watching you. Or someone will sit in a car in front of 
your house  like a statue “forever.” 

16. Engine Revvers. These characters have cars with loud engines and they will race 
them for a period of time outside your house or they will drive in circles around your vehicle 
as you drive or park. 

17. Gaystalkers.  If you are sitting in a coffee shop, a group of gay persons will come 
and sit around you and talk loudly about cooking or clothing. They may also be over-
affectionate in public. 

 

MYRON MAY—A Battle for the Mind 

Dr. Joost A. M. Meerloo calls mind manipulation "mind rape," and warned that 
it poses a great "danger of destruction of the spirit". There are people like Myron 
May who educated himself, became a productive part of the community and then 

he became a Target. He was reported by the news media as being mentally ill 
which is a disgusting mockery of the truth. The stalker program is designed to 
create fake “mental illness,” which happens if the victim has no knowledge that the 
technology exists to create the conditions being experienced. Myron fell prey to a 

system designed to make him look mentally ill, but the 
circumstances fit the familiar formula for terror. See FSU 
Shooter Worked as Doña Ana County Prosecutor, Police 
Report: FXU shooter with ties to NM had mental disorder, 
by Jeff Proctor, Chris McKee and Gabrielle Burkhart, 
November 20, 2014. This is what happened to May: 

(1) Myron May heard voices (implant or silent sound/ 
acoustic heterodyning technology), (2) they talked about 
what he was doing (they can see through walls (Wifi, 

radar, thermal, microwave imaging or cameras), (3) they 
provoked him into acting out like he never had before (He 

was hospitalized for a mental exam and everyone who knew him was surprised 
because it was not characteristic of him.), (4) he tried to get away from the terror 
(he went on a long trip for no apparent reason), (5) he resigned from his job, (6) 
he left his home. Its was like clockwork. He lost his privacy, his dignity and any 
hope for the future because the torture would not stop. He contacted people prior 
to committing an act of violence to let them know he did not want his life to be in 
vain and he hoped that something positive would come from what he was about to 
do. He said he wished he had more faith. See Wiki: Florida State University 
Shooting. It is hard to understand why he hurt other people, however consider this:  

“The goal of mind control is to turn people into unthinking, 

subconsciously programmed ‘zombies,’ motivated without 
their knowledge and against their wills to perform in a 
variety of ways in which they would not otherwise willingly 
perform. This is accomplished through the use of various 
techniques called by various names, including 
brainwashing, thought reform, behavior modification, 
hypnosis, and conditioned reflex therapy.”  - W. H. Bowart 
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 Who is doing these things? 

178 countries who are implementing the Global Agenda of the United 

Nations. People who consider these things to be illegal are now called 
Constitutionalists. They still believe in those old things--the Constitution 

and the Bill of Rights. Most people are unaware of the radical changes in 
the Justice Department using military strategy and terminology instead of 

legal remedies. The new military regime includes a pre-crime strategy 

where they harass people for crimes they may commit in the future. Under 
the Constitution, people have a right to a trial by their peers. In the present 

program of terror, no one is entitled to a trial.  There is only unlimited 
torture and death using directed energy which is now installed in jails and 

prisons. Unknown persons decide that you go directly to a death sentence.  

Are you listening? Don’t turn away, because this military program 

of Total Dominance is for everyone, including you.  

 
 

Tricky words and empty promises: 

“We will continue to improve law enforcement capability, including 

greater and more effective collection and reporting of intelligence, 
without encroaching on the privacy and civil liberties of Americans, 

to interdict terrorists before they strike the Homeland.”  —White 
House, 9/11 Five Years Later: Successes and Challenges15 

 

WHAT’S HAPPENING TO TARGETED INDIVIDUALS? 

1.  Choose the Target. You may be a terrorist and not even know it. 
A TI is placed on a Terrorist Watchlist and an individualized torture protocol 

is designed specifically for them. There is no distinction between bomb 
carrying terrorists and ordinary citizens. You can get targeted just by 

having knowledge of the crime of others, especially police, firemen, medics 
and government officials. You may be involved in politics, take a stand on 

subjects important to you, or simply have the wrong bumper sticker. 

Targets may become known for a comment on the internet. You may be a 
devout Christian, unchangeable in your faith. You may have committed a 

misdemeanor but the legal remedies are ignored in favor of torture and 
death. In the eyes of the government, you are a useless eater. See: “2013 
Watchlisting Guidance.” 
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TI’s most often are (1) living alone, (2) whistleblowers, (3) incidental 

witnesses of police crime, (4) disabled or on social security, (5) single, (6) 
women, (7) artists or musicians or (8) free thinkers. You can become a TI 

by helping a TI or if someone in your family is a TI. A TI may be 
handicapped, epileptic or elderly and need constant care. The elderly have 

no value any more. The US (as part of Obamacare), Britain and Canada 

now have death panels who decide when to (1) medicate or (2) withhold 
food until the elderly person dies. In Britain they have a “tick list” to tally 

whether you qualify. Old age has become a crime. 

Obamacare-like “Death Panels” are already emptying out hospital 
beds in the United Kingdom. According to one report last year the 
UK’s National Health Service (NHS) euthanized 130,000, mostly 
expendable seniors. Its benignly named “Care Pathways”, kills 
almost 360 people every day. Western Center For Journalism 

If you saw a policeman selling drugs, what would you do? If 

your answer is, “I would call 911,” you might get put on the terrorist death 
list for calling 911 and reporting police crime. Targets are chosen for 

disposal for taking a stand for truth and justice. They see things they know 

are wrong, such as police running human trafficking or child pornography 
cartels. Instead of protecting the people, police “protect their own” 

involved in drug cartels, vehicle theft, smuggling and prostitution, so TI’s 
find themselves with no police protection at all. The police abuse people, 

deny them equal protection and then expect them to be model citizens!  

There is not one police department in America who does not know 

about chemicals, biologicals, radiation and stalking. 80% participate in the 

COPS program (stalking). They have Directed Energy devices in their squad 
cars and arrange for vehicles with radiation devices to be parked outside 

the homes of TI’s or in public places. Most TI’s have frequency emitting 
transceivers and location systems installed in their homes. They even have 

sensors in chairs and couches and car seats that emit frequencies that 

cause restless leg symptoms, diarrhea and arthritic-like symptoms in joints. 

TI’s may be handicapped, have personality or mood disorders, but 

instead of being given consideration for these things, they are 
discriminated against, tortured and persecuted. There are severe 

consequences for people unfairly labeled a terrorist. Once the U.S. 

government, which shares its watchlist data with local law enforcement, 
foreign governments, and “private entities,” secretly labels you a terrorist, 

other institutions tend to treat you as one. It can become difficult to get a 
job or simply stay out of jail. It can become burdensome or impossible to 

travel. Routine encounters with law enforcement can turn into ordeals.  

The National Counterterrorism Center sets a low standard of 

“reasonable suspicion“ for placing names on the watchlists: (1) The 

immediate family of suspected terrorists, their spouses, children, parents,  
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WHAT IS GANG STALKING? 

This is a phenomenon used to harass and intimidate TI’s, which uses multiple people, 
vehicles and activities in “street theater.” This is a “watchers” activity, part of Community-
Oriented Policing through the COPS program designed by the Department of Justice.  
 
Stalkers demand your attention. Each TI is conditioned to their own torture perhaps by 
repeated coughing or pointing of phones and devices by multiple stalkers. The TI recognizes 
it, where others might not. You see events involving timing, posture, placement of the person, 
conditioned activity and devices. Devices are especially dangerous because they can direct 
energy to you, get your personal frequencies or even shoot a projectile at you. Here are some 
of the characters they play and repeat like a script: 

 1. Lot Loiterer. This character is seen loitering in parking lots. They may be using a cell 
phone, smoking or reading a newspaper but the TI knows they are there for them to see 
because of a certain timing and location of the person. A variation is a couple of people talking 
loudly and offering to help you with groceries or packages. Some buy the same thing you do 
and show it to you and remark on it. This scenario is rather endless. 
 2. The Ticker. This person repeats a tick like a cough or quick body gesture such as 
making an arm or hand gesture. 
 3. The Statue. This person strikes a pose and stays there for as long as you are in the 
area, even if it is hours. 
 4. The Intervener. This person gets in your path as you are walking and weaves around 
or cuts in front of you or in some way repeatedly intervenes in your forward progress so you 
can’t avoid or ignore them. 
 5. The Zombie Pretender. This character uses excuses to get near you because they are 
getting your personal frequencies or GPSing you. They either pretend you don’t exist or watch 
you, unable to interact as a normal person. 
 6. Student. This person is young, carries a backpack or books. They may set up a study 
station next to you in a coffee shop and appear multiple times. They constantly ask you to 
borrow things, interrupting you over and over. 

7. Ridiculous Raver. This character is dressed in an apparently 
ridiculous manner. In the picture to the left, this woman has targets 
on her huge breasts and her hair is bluntly shaven on one side and 
there is scotch tape stuck to the bald portion. Another example is a 
man in very high heels is walking as if the heels were hurting his feet. 
He has on black fishnet stockings, a short pencil skirt that’s way too 
tight, a fluffy pink cashmere sweater and long dangly earrings. He is 
carrying shopping bags in both hands. He has on heavy mascara, 
rouge and lipstick. Here's the ridiculous part, he is entirely bald. 
8. Poser. This character takes various poses and blocks doorways. In 
public, he stands in doorways when you come out of the bathroom, 
or he will be standing in the doorway when you try to leave a 
restaurant. He may be in a parking lot in a still pose. 
9. Shadow. You feel a presence behind you and turn around and a 

person is standing still right behind you very close for no reason except to spook you. 
 10. Overreacher. This person reaches into your personal space and picks up a magazine 
off a magazine rack or reaches over you for an item in the grocery store. This is extremely 
offensive because you don’t really want strangers touching you with their bodies. 
 11. Stupid Starer. Sits and stares as you eat or work on your computer. 
 12. Runner. This character runs through parking lots, stores, restaurants, hallways. 
Sometimes, there are several runners and they will keep running past you over and over. 
 13. Loud Talker. This character sits near you in a restaurant and talks really loud, or he 
is standing outside when you come out of a building, or near you at a store stalking loudly. 
Sometimes there are multiple loud talkers. Four at a time is deafening. 
 14. Stomper.  A lone large man who gets your attention and stomps the ground in your 
direction to intimidate you, especially if you are taking his picture. 
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Hitler experimented with X-rays (ionizing radiation) on the 
twins Rene and Renata Guttman. People are still being 
experimented on with the electromagnetic spectrum –

white light, lasers, microwaves, X-rays and Gamma rays. 
There are many parallels between the methods Hitler used 
to destroy his enemies and what is happening now to TI’s 
who are being removed from economic and cultural life 
just as the Jews were. Hitler killed at least 11,000,000 
people. He used every facet of the community, including 
hospitals, doctors, churches, schools, post office, 
universities, banks and community businesses, just like the 
present day program which is using thousands of citizens 

and corporations, policemen, medics, firemen, veterans, private companies and 
stalkers of every age to wage a campaign of intimidation, surveillance, violence, 
fear, retaliation, torture and death on TI’s. Stalking tells people they don’t have a 
place here on earth. It’s as if the earth were flat, and they could just be pushed off 
the edge. With radiation and stalking, this is easier than you think. 

The Eagle Stalker Program. The eagle atop a swastika was 
the formal symbol of the Nazi Party. The present stalker 
program has an induction ceremony for its participants who 
are called Eagles, which 
bestows upon them the 
belief that they are above 

others and aren’t bound by legal rules of 
behavior. They are being used for “watching” or 
spying on other people. The “See Something, Say 
Something” campaign has become a hallmark for 
snitching. Being a part of a club gives an 

individual permission to do things they might not 
otherwise do, like targeting people they don’t 
know with directed energy to shock, burn and 
torture them. Freemasons have a similar secret 
induction ceremony which focuses on elevating an 
individual who may not otherwise be a very 
important person, to a position of significance as 
a hero. Once inducted into these types of clubs, 
you don’t get out. People who participate in the torture of other citizens will at 
some point become victims of the same torture. It is a gang culture of violent illegal 
behavior. 

STALKERS: Have the police told you its okay to Direct Energy at 
other people? Will you help torture and kill your neighbors? Can 

you push buttons on your phone that you know will cause other 
people pain? An experiment by Stanley Milgram measured the 
willingness of study participants to obey an authority figure who 
instructed them to perform acts that conflicted with their 
personal conscience (presuming they had one to begin with). 
This resembles real-life incidents in which people see themselves 
as merely cogs in a machine, just "doing their job", allowing 

them to avoid responsibility for the consequences of their actions. “Behavioral Study 
of Obedience,”1963, inspired by the 1961 trial of Adolf Eichman. 
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or siblings, (2) “associates” who have a defined relationship with a 

suspected terrorist, but whose involvement in terrorist activity is not 
known, and (3) individuals with “a possible nexus” to terrorism, but for 

whom there is not enough “derogatory information” to meet the reasonable 
suspicion standard, may be watchlisted without any suspicion that they 

themselves are engaged in terrorist activity. “March 2013 Watchlisting 

Guidance,” See firstlook.org/theintercept/2014/0 7/23/blacklisted/ 

 

 2.  Take their Privacy.  In violation of their Constitutional rights, 
there is no time when a TI has any privacy. Targeted Individuals are 

treated like animals under house arrest. Instead of an ankle bracelet or 

chain around their necks, they are implanted and ruthlessly radiated. Their 
homes, vehicles and bodies are taken over with sensors and surveillance 

technologies as part of the Internet of Things. People are just things now 
with RFID and GPS type tracking beacons so they can be followed 

anywhere on earth. People who have brain implants are wirelessly (Wifi) 

coupled to a computer by a brain-machine modem interface. This 
technology was developed to help people who had disabilities but it has 

been weaponized for remotely controlling people. Frequencies are used to 
program implants which (1) monitor your brainwave activities, (2) put 

voices into your head, (3) control you with subliminal messages, (4) 
monitor sensory input -- hear through your ears and look through your 

eyes, (5) induce emotions, (6) control your sleep, (7) input dreams, (8) 

erase your memory and (9) damage your thinking abilities. See “Operating 
the Brain by Remote Control” –Monty Henry. 
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3. Monitor Communications. Letters and mailboxes are 

no longer sacred. Stalkers either consistently tamper 
with mailboxes, putting garbage or food in them or 

simply destroy them. They interfere with the delivery of 
packages from all delivery methods, delaying arrival or 

destroying important contents. People are reporting 

finding colored dots, red, blue and yellow on mailboxes 
supposedly to identify the owners as terrorists (red), 

reformable (blue) or compliant (yellow) with military authorities. 

Every citizen is now a possible terrorist, so all communications are 

monitored, whether they are paper or electronic. All phones are tapped and 
recorded. TI’s are continually harassed through tampering with or 

destroying their computers. Every type of recording device such as disk 

drives, flash drives or backup drives are destroyed. TIs are made aware 
that everything they do online is recorded. Email accounts are frozen and 

websites are deleted. A TI may lose an email account that they have had 
for years and lose all their contacts and history. One TI was changing the 

password on her smart phone when the letters, “ICU, CCC” appeared. She 

realized she was being watched after her bath using the reverse camera in 
her smart phone. Smart phones have a camera in front and back. The 

phone was also emitting a high power, the same as her Smart Meter-- 
1827 mW/c2. This demonstrated that devices can be used by someone else 

while you are using them and can be used to emit frequencies. 

4.  Take their income.  The TI is attacked on their job 

by other employees or anonymous letters falsely 

accusing them of being involved in some sort of crime or 
slandering them to their boss and they lose their jobs. 

TI’s are attacked at night with psychological games and 
radiation attacks which deprive them of sleep which 

interferes with their attendance and performance on their jobs. TI’s are 

kept awake at night trying to defend their home and keep stalkers outside. 
Stalkers sit outside windows and remove putty so that the windows can be 

taken out if they can’t get in the door. They are so persistent at entering a 
TI’s home that they almost live there. Some build platforms for themselves 

in the attic so they are more comfortable. Some stalkers stay on the roof all 

night and point a radar gun at the head of their victim. This means they 
can see through the roof. They know exactly where the victim is inside. 

Over time, this destroys a person’s mental abilities. Some TI’s become so 
injured that they cannot work and have to file for disability. 

Every night is hell night--a battle to try to stay out of pain and get 
enough sleep to perform on a job. When the brain is connected to a 

computer, at the precise moment the brain crosses into sleep, the TI is 

given a severe shock which convulses them awake. This can be strong 
enough to throw a person out of bed. It can certainly cause crushing pain. 
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elements of a soon-to-be government takeover of the country, aka martial law. 
Many are thinking that a lot of people are going to die in the process. REX 84 is a 
program which was designed to suspend the U.S. Constitution in a national 

emergency, implement martial law, place military commanders in charge of local 
governments, and round up citizens deemed to be a threat. In May of 2007, 
President George W. Bush expanded REX 84 with Executive Orders, NSPD51 and 
HSPD 20. President Obama has continued to expand government control of utilities 
(water, electricity and fuel) airports, shipping ports, roads, bridges, trucking, 
railroads, radio and TV stations, all communications which would include the 
internet. The National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA), Sections 1021 and 1022, 
authorizes the indefinite military detention, without charge or trial, of any 
person, including an American citizen, and applies the “Law of War,” to U.S. soil, 
making the United States legally a battlefield. 

In a declared fake “state of emergency” the government could get rid of 
millions of Americans. In 2008, the master list called the “Main Core” contained the 
names of over 8 million people considered to be ‘threats’ who would have their 
constitutional rights ‘suspended’ in the event of an emergency or if martial law is 
declared.  “Threat List” Names 8 Million Americans To Be Detained When Martial 
Law Imposed!, The Voice of Reason, May 8, 2015.  

JADE HELM 15 is a 
military exercise to 
insert a military 
presence in 
preparation for a 
takeover of state 
governments. The 
whitish little figure in 
the middle of the 

picture is a wooden 
shoe.  Wooden shoes were given to prisoners at the 
Nazi work camps. They represent the planned 
internment of millions of Americans. See “Civilian 
Inmate Labor Program,” US Army Rag 210-35; and 
Internment & Resettlement Operations, FM 3-39.40; 
4.16.15 Jade Helm, I found the meaning. PDF  

Jade=Joint Assistant for Development & Execution 
Helm=Homeland Eradication of Local Militants 
Air Force Research Lab 2001 and Dept of State Pub. 7277 
Disarmament Series 5, 1961 

3.  Eliminate Opponents. Nazism originated in the US. 
See The Horrifying American Roots of Nazi Eugenics, by 
Edwin Black, 2003. Nazism returned to the US after WWII 
with Operation Paperclip which imported 1,600 German 
scientists. Their Nazi Party memberships were expunged from 
the public record. Once "bleached" of their Nazism, the 
scientists were granted security clearances by the U.S. government to work in the 
US. Nazism quietly developed all the technology needed to set up a world-wide 
tyrannical police state where neighbors stalk and radiate their fellow citizens. 
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DEPOPULATION 

The present agenda is to eliminate 90% of the human 

population in order to create a utopic global society. All 
diseases are to be eradicated, not with therapies or 

acts of God, but with transhumanism, implants and 
drugs and the elimination of people with less than 

perfect genes. It is even planned that everyone have 

the same type of blood to simplify healthcare. See: 
“Beyond Therapy-Biotechnology and the Pursuit of 
Happiness,” the President’s Council on Bioethics, 2003. 
Obama’s favorite saying is: “I think it’s important for us 

to guard against cynicism and not buy the idea that 
the poor will always be with us and there’s nothing we can do, 

because there’s a lot we can do. The question is, do we have the political 

will, the communal will to do something about it.” Is he saying we need to 
get together and kill all the poor people? How do you get rid of poor 
people? Radiate, stalk, capture and behead them? 

THE GEORGIA GUIDESTONES: 

 
The Georgia Guidestones are an 
astronomically aligned granite 
“Stonehenge” in Elbert County, 

Georgia, USA constructed in 1980. It is 
inscribed and repeats the same 

message on its 8 sides in 8 modern 
languages and is inscribed with a 

shorter message on the capstone in 
Babylonian, Greek, Sanskrit and 

Egyptian hieroglyphs. 
 
1. Maintain humanity under 500,000,000 in perpetual balance with nature. 
2. Guide reproduction wisely – improving fitness and diversity. 
3. Unite humanity with a living new language 
4. Rule passion –faith—tradition—and all things with tempered reason. 
5. Protect people and nations with fair laws and just courts. 
6. Let all nations rule internally resolving external disputes in a world court. 
7. Avoid petty laws and useless officials. 
8. Balance personal rights with social duties. 
9. Prize truth—beauty—love—seeking harmony with the infinite. 

10. Be not a cancer on the earth—leave room for nature. 
 

 Agenda 21 is a plan to reduce the populations of the world as part a global 
partnership agenda. It is basically the UN telling the rest of the world to kill off their 
populations. sustainable development.un.org/content/documents/Agenda21.pdf 
 
 REX 84 (Readiness Exercise 1984), establishes the FEMA Camps 
(Concentration Camps) and Re-Education Camps, that comes directly from 
Goebbels from 1935 in NAZI Germany. These are all part of what could be 
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When a TI owns their own business, any special equipment purchased 

for their business is destroyed. Stalkers come in at night and sabotage their 
business records and products. Anything that uses electricity can be 

destroyed from a distance with electromagnetic pulses from frequency 
generators. Everything needed to carry on a viable business is destroyed. 

The TI may be slandered to their customers or their customers are stolen. 

The TI can no longer do business or meet deadlines. They lose the means 
to support themselves and their families. 

5.  Take their home. There is a new 
refugee population in the US -- TI’s who have 

been stalked out of their homes. Without a 
source of income, TI’s lose the ability to pay 

their bills so they lose their homes, property 

and their good credit rating. They may have to 
file bankruptcy. After their income is gone, 

they may have to rely on their family for 
money which causes more problems. Some 

become refugees and take to the streets in a vehicle or on foot, even 

though they own their own home. Some have their homes burned to the 
ground with all their belongings inside. If they sleep in their vehicle, they 

are harassed by police who seize the opportunity to take them to a hospital 
for a 72 hr mental health evaluation. They are falsely found mentally ill and 

often put in state mental care. This is often done to elderly people because 
they are so easy to take advantage of, especially if they have no family or 

advocate. When an elderly TI is put into state care, their social security 

benefits, pension, home and all possessions become property of the state. 
The state and federal governments are viciously scooping up land, money 

and resources. This can happen before anyone has a chance to act. It is 
part of Agenda 21. See Agenda 21 at the end of this booklet. 

6.  Take their family. Families may be estranged by 

ignorance, disbelief, reluctance or fear when 
stalking happens. When a person hears voices that 

no one else hears, they may appear to be mentally 
ill or demon possessed. Humans tend to solve 

problems using the information they have, so a 

well-meaning relative may think that putting them 
in a mental hospital and giving them drugs is best for them. However, 

people need to know that technologies exist that make it possible for a 
person to hear voices generated from a remote location using a cochlear 

radio implant, microwave hearing, Silent Sound or ultrasound. These are 
psychological operations used to evoke a planned psychological reaction in 

the victim. Voices attack a victim’s values, beliefs, emotions, motives, 

reasoning or behavior, especially to debilitate the victim with confusion and 
depression. It is difficult for the victim to understand everything that is 

going on so hopefully this booklet will help show families this is a reality. 
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A family member may help a TI and get hit with radiation and 

stalking too, with the result that the family backs off and keeps their 
distance. When a TI becomes unemployed or homeless, they often look to 

their family for financial support. This causes stress on the family. People 
have never heard of what’s happening and don’t believe it, after all this is 

America, so the only reasonable thing to assume is that the TI is making 

things up. Mainstream media does not report it. They are very much a part 
of the problem of torture being kept secret. That’s why this booklet was 

written – to help people understand what’s happening. 

TI’s lose their husbands or wives who may be mind controlled to turn 

away and refuse to help or understand what is happening. Children are 
also tortured and one parent may blame the other for it. One TI says that 

his 10 month old baby girl won’t keep her clothes on because of the 

stimulation of directed energy. The little girl feels her feet vibrate and takes 
off her shoes. She also wants her diaper and her clothes taken off and it is 

very hard to take her out in public. This may look like child abuse and the 
TI might be accused of causing the child’s bad behavior and be put into 

mental care and lose custody to another parent if divorced. Children may 

be taken away and put into foster homes.  

Family members may even verbally or physically abuse the TI by 

calling them crazy. They may put them into a mental hospital and then 
take their home and possessions. If family members can’t provide financial 

or emotional support, the family may break ties with the TI completely. 
Sometimes family members participate in the stalking, child against parent, 

brother against brother. Stalkers are trained and paid, thereby making it an 

attractive activity in hard economic times. Many times families are already 
alienated from each other, making any kind of support out of the question 

to begin with. The TI is completely isolated.  

7.  Kill their pets.  Stalkers are torturing and 

killing beloved cats, dogs, bunnies, chickens, 

horses--any pet that the TI loves, to remove any 
source of happiness and comfort the TI might 

get from their animal (reason to live). Stalkers 
kick them to death or put poison in their food. 

Pets are radiated which causes vomiting and 

diarrhea. Stalkers steal them and return them so 
severely injured, their owner must watch their 

pet die or have them put to sleep. Then, in some 
cases, the authorities have arrested the TI, 

accusing them of torturing and killing their own pets. The government is 
paying people to torture and kill beloved animals in torturous ways, the 

same as they are doing to humans. Did you know that Hitler passed a law 

that Jews could not own pets?  There are quite a few parallels between 
what Hitler did to Jews and what is happening to TI’s. 
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Profound Lies.  The Constitution 

states Presidents must be born 
in the US. Some evidence 

suggests that Obama was not 
born in the US. Obama will not 

release his real birth certificate 

and lawsuits to disclose it have 
been dismissed. If Obama is not 

a valid president, does that 
mean that documents signed by him are null and void? 

No one wants to believe that their leader is carrying on multiple lies. 

The global agenda calls for Control of the Human Domain: 

The elite ruling class who are in control believe that (1) 

ordinary people do not have the ability to rule themselves, 
(2) they must be mind controlled, implanted and chipped 

with tracing devices (3) they must tell the stupid common 
people all lies and disinformation all the time, (3) maintain 

constant wars which generate 

money (4) black ops keep all 
government activities secret (5) 

false flag events maintains a state of panic and 
terror, (6) people can be detained endlessly, (7) 

weaponized the weather to get rid of poor 
populations and reclaim/steal land, (8) forced 

health care which keeps medical costs high and quality low, (9) death 

panels to control the population of elderly (10) forced education (common 
core) for dumbing children down so they will accept tyranny and 

oppression (11) confiscation of all public works, transportation and 
shipping, water, land and property. People are things owned by the 

government and can be seized at any time and confined in prison 

indefinitely without trial, tortured and used as unpaid workers (slaves).  

2.  Perfect the Human Race for Some. Hitler read 

about the eugenics program that was sterilizing 
people in California and thought that was a good 

idea. The idea of a world-wide man-made utopia 

populated with the ideal race is still quite alive. 
There are plans to “sanitize” the planet of those 

who don’t fit the ideal human for the same 
reason Hitler eliminated people he considered to 

be inferior (See Warfare 2025). You are inferior 
to rich people if you have no money. Remember, 

Obama says you have to be brave to eliminate all the poor people, i.e., 

get brave and harden you heart and slaughter the poor. “The 
Horrifying American Roots of Nazi Eugenics,” Edwin Black, 2003. 
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One TI with Morgellons 

had a tiny robot come out 
of his wrist. This TI was a 

patient in a hospital for 
about 6 months while 

recovering from drug 

addiction and he was 
unconscious at times. He 

was also infected with 12 
different kinds of worms 

and genetically altered so 
that one of his most 

important body parts 

blinks. This indicates the presence of Biobricks, synthetic genetic 
instructions with unique standardized inserts to genetic constructions. His 

hair has nano-writing that says NASA on it. 

WHY IS THIS HAPPENING? 

1.  United Nations Global Agenda. A new order was announced by 

George Bush Sr. in 1991. His speech states:  

“But we cannot lead a new world abroad if, at home, it’s politics as 
usual on American defense and diplomacy…Twice before in this 
century, an entire world was convulsed by war. Twice this century, out 
of the horrors of war hope emerged for enduring peace. Twice before, 
those hopes proved to be a distant dream, beyond the grasp of man. 
Until now, the world we’ve known has been a world divided – a world of 

barbed wire and concrete block, conflict and cold war. Now, we can 
see a new world coming into view. A world in which there is the 
very real prospect of a new world order. In the words of Winston 
Churchill, a "world order" in which "the principles of justice and fair play 
... protect the weak against the strong ..." A world where the United 
Nations, freed from cold war stalemate, is poised to fulfill the historic 
vision of its founders. A world in which freedom and respect for human 
rights find a home among all nations.”  

“It must be considered that there is nothing 
more difficult to carry out nor more doubtful 
of success nor more dangerous to handle 
than to initiate a new order of things; for the 
reformer has enemies in all those who profit 

by the old order, and only lukewarm 
defenders in all those who would profit by the 
new order; this luke warmness arising partly 
from the incredulity of mankind who does not 
truly believe in anything new until they 
actually have experience of it.” 
--Nicolo Machiavelli  (1469 - 1527)  
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8. Put them in a mental hospital.  The stalking and 

radiation program is very stressful. The first thing a 
normal person wants to do is try to get help by telling 

someone their story. The victim needs and wants a 
sympathetic ear because of the injustice of the 

situation. They turn to their family, the local police, 

city officials, doctors or hospitals. This puts them in 
an extremely vulnerable position because it gives 

those authorities the opportunity to subject a TI to a 
forced psychological evaluation under the “Baker 

Act”, sometimes based on false testimony and 
signatures of corrupt officials. Most cities have appointed “experts” for this 

purpose and are just waiting for a chance to use them to put people away. 

In the beginning, a TI may not have a clue what is happening to them. 
They don’t have the metering equipment to collect the evidence they need 

to be convincing. Without evidence, a TI has no way to support their 
claims. Some TIs have put themselves in the hospital because they had no 

idea what was happening to them.  

The very dangerous 2015 “Campaign to Change Direction” is a 
way to interfere with someone else’s mental health. You are asked to take 

the pledge: “I pledge to know the five signs of suffering and to change the 
story surrounding mental health, mental illness and wellness for my family, 

friends, neighbors and myself.” The five signs of mental illness are: 
agitation, withdrawal, decline in personal care, hopelessness and change in 

personality. The stalking program is designed to cause mental illness.  

Corrupt doctors and officials force TI’s into mental institutions and 
make them take medications for conditions they do not have. Some lose 

their ability to take care of themselves because of the side effects of 
medications. They are given a history of mental illness which takes away 

their validity as a witness of their own torture. The false mental illness 

history will follow them to future employment or social functions.  

You are not allowed to own a gun if you have a 

mental illness. Soldiers are receiving drugs like 
Seroquel when they enlist and denied possession 

of a gun when they return home and for the rest 

of their lives because of having taken drugs used 
to treat schizophrenia. Having a mental illness 

record is a psychological burden. If a TI isn’t 
mentally ill at the beginning of the war against 

them, they may develop an illness after years of 
being tortured. Torture changes people. If there 

is any doubt that the US is torturing people, 

please read “How the US Came to Torture Its Prisoners.” The most 
senior members of the Bush administration, up to and including the 
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President, broke international and domestic laws banning torture and cruel, 

inhuman, and degrading treatment. Worse, they had subordinates in the 
military and in civilian intelligence services break these laws for them.”—

thetorturereport.org. Torture has now become normalized in America. 

Charles B. Inlander, president of the People’s Medical Society, wrote 

in Medicine on Trial, “People with real or alleged psychiatric or behavioral 

disorders are being misdiagnosed and harmed to an astonishing degree. 
Many of them do not have psychiatric problems, but exhibit physical 

symptoms that may mimic mental conditions, so they are misdiagnosed, 
put on drugs, put in institutions, and sent into a limbo from which they may 

never return.” Psychiatric drugs have side effects such as seizures, 
paralysis, deafness and blindness. Drugs were used to do research for 

torture in the MKULTRA program. A list of drugs being used on TI’s can be 

found at harassmentterror.wordpress.com. 

 
9.  Sleep Deprivation. A computer monitoring your 

EEG remotely can tell when you are asleep and 
what state of wakefulnees or sleep you are in. 

During the time a TI is trying to go to sleep, they 

may be shocked repeatedly, have sounds put in 
their head (cochlear radio implant) or made to 

have growling noises in their throat which wakes 
them up. This points to the misuse of a sleep 

apnea device with an RFID tag implant which uses 
nanowires to shock the medulla oblongata or an implant at the back of the 

throat to control the epiglottis. “The nanowires are put into the brain by a 

simple operation (through the mouth into the brain).” Sleep Apnea Shock 
System, John R. Stradling, MD, 2004. The picture is a Publix manager with 

an RFID reader in his pocket to identify people via their implanted RFID#.  

TI’s are harassed while trying to 

go to sleep and while waking up. 

Their torturer knows where every 
body part is. Some things done 

while a TI is trying to go to sleep:  
(1) body temperature raised, (2) 

acoustic pressure weapon that 
causes numbness and pain in 

their joints and flesh with an 

energy that pulses and moves back and forth across their body, including 
personal areas for sexual stimulation, (3) frequencies make arms and legs 

move uncontrollably, including restless leg syndrome, (4) Implants vibrate 
in the bladder, intestines or vagina (5) voices talking and (6) violent body 

shocks. Constant harassment with involuntary movement, sounds and pain 

while you are waking up ensures you will not forget someone is watching 
you. You are never allowed to forget you are under surveillance. 
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  Anyone who has $40 can buy a 400X handheld 

microscope on Ebay and look into the skin and see 
the animals there. Morgellons was created jointly 

with the European Union, Canada and Australia. 
See the EU designed springtail with the word 

“PLESSY" (the EU nanobiology program) written on 

it at skizit.biz, on the Morgellons page. Any 
scientist who says they can’t figure this out is 

lying. The tissue sample to the right has some 
writing in it that says USA. There are videos of real insects living in tissue 

of a Morgellons patient on skizitgesture-YouTube. 

When a TI is infected by arthropods, an extreme 

cytokine reaction marks the beginning of a genetic 

transfer marked with swelling, fever and pain. The 
genetic transfer inserts an ecdysone receptor gene in 

the hormone receptors in the skin. A Morgellons 
patient who has this skin infection may have insect 

ecdysteroids in their blood. This system of infection is 

documented in US Patent 6245531 B1 called 
Polynucleotide Encoding Insect Ecdysone Receptor; 
Hogness, Koelle Seagraves. 

Vitaly Citovsky found that “Agrobacterium (soil dwelling bacteria) 

may be involved in the etiology and/or progression of Morgellons” because 
all the patients screened in his study tested positive for the presence of 

Agrobacterium genes, which is used in creating genetically modified (GM) 

plants and can also be used as a vector to transfect human cells. This 
means that Morgellons victims have been genetically altered. 

Agrobacterium may have been used to genetically alter the multitude of 
bacteria found in Morgellons. Agrobacterium & Morgellons Disease, A GM 
Connection?, Dr. Mae-Wan Ho and Prof. Joe Cummins. 

http://www.thecehf.org/morgellons-disease-research.html 

Another study shows a connection between the ecdysone receptor 

and Agrobacterium. “We report that the insect ecdysone receptor (EcR) is a 
good ... dsRNA was constructed by Agrobacterium- mediated 

transformation.” The insect ecdysone receptor is a good potential target 
for RNAi-based pest control, Xu R, et al. 
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Most TI’s report a constant high pitched sound in their left ear and 

occasionally both ears, which could be the radio(s) being tuned. Some hear 
voices in their head occasionally and some hear voices continuously. Some 

voices make comments about what the TI is doing. Some hear threats on 
their life or demands for money, name calling and sexual experiences and 

sounds. Messages may also be just a thought. It is a sign that the victim’s 

brain is connected to a remote neural monitoring or artificial intelligence 
system. This system transmits continuous energy signals and the brain 

modulates the signal and sends a reply. There are multiple technologies 
that can accomplish this, but continuous monitoring may require an 

implant(s). See The Mind Has No Firewall, by Timothy Thomas, 1998.  

18.  Biological Weapons. 

TI’s are given Lyme’s 

Disease via mosquitoes 
and Morgellons via a 

variety of arthropods. 
Morgellons employs the 

smallest of little soldiers 

such as the tiny little roundworm to the right. Flies deposit their eggs in the 
skin along with their own parasites (nematodes). Over time, they create an 

environment in the victim’s body with biofilm where they inhabit the entire 
skin (filariasis). In the eyes, the worms eat the cornea 

or cause blepharitis. Stalkers enter the TI’s home and 
motels and place materials, such as genetically 

modified insects and carrier substrates (above left), 

loaded with worms and pathogens in bedding, in 
clothing, on the floor and on bathroom surfaces. 

These will come into contact with the victim, transferring living animals and 
genetically modified bacteria into their skin. They develop a painful disease.  

This illustration is a skin sore with blue fibers growing in it. Bacteria in 

Morgellons sores grow fibers when it is stressed. These bacterial fibers are 
color coded so the designer of Morgellons can tell which genetically altered 

bacteria are present by the color of the fiber. The parasites lay eggs in the 
skin and the bacteria are transferred from the reproductive tract. As you 

can see the colored fibers are wound around inside and outside the egg so 

it grows as the embryo grows. Morgellons is not delusional parasitosis. 
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10. Destruction of electronic equipment. This is a way to destroy a 

TI’s independence and ability to defend themselves. Anything that uses 
electricity can be electronically zapped from a distance. The military calls 

this “electronic suppression of a household.” They block WiFi, the internet 
or sometimes disconnect phone calls while their victim is talking or turn off 

all the phones in the house. If a TI gets a picture or video of the person 

who is stalking or radiating them, the electronic evidence is stolen. 
Pictures, evidence and files are destroyed, especially if their stalker was a 

nurse, doctor or policeman. Stalkers destroy flash drives, computer backup 
devices, entire computers, or any part of a device that has any recording 

capability such as the disk drive in computers and the video feature on 
phones. Cameras and recording equipment are tampered with so the 

software doesn’t work with the application. This can be done remotely with 

the help of the internet/phone provider. Destruction of equipment and files 
is never ending. TI’s often just give up trying to own a phone or a 

computer. This military strategy of “disrupt” and “stop the work”. It is very 
confusing to continually solve all these problems. 

11. Financial Burden of Repairing and Replacing Personal 

Items, Electronics, Appliances and Vehicles. Locks on doors 
and windows do not keep stalkers out. Stalkers are 

professionally trained and are given all the tools they need 
to break into any home. They break things they cannot take 

with them, such as large appliances and steal anything else 
they want, including cash. One TI had his life savings of 

$20,000 in a drawer (not advised) and it was stolen by 

stalkers. All electronics are stolen or broken, including TVs, computers, 
printers, phones, cameras, handheld recorders and radios. These are the 

most expensive things in a home and no matter how many times they are 
replaced, they are broken again. Appliances such as refrigerators, washers, 

dryers and water heaters are destroyed by burning out the coils. TI’s have 

to spend their hard earned money to replace things they’ve already bought. 
They have to constantly fix expensive things that usually never have to be 

repaired, like main plumbing or gas fixtures, water mains or electrical lines. 
This is exceedingly burdensome on the elderly and those on fixed incomes. 

There are endless ways to break things in cars. Coils in motors and 

pumps can be burned out from a distance using electromagnetic pulses. 
Stalkers put chemicals, paint or food in the gas tank. They break head and 

tail lights, and ruin tires, brakes, transmissions, engines, etc. The financial 
burden is part of the program intended to leave the TI helpless and broke. 

Another burdensome expense is buying expensive shielding supplies. 
Microwaves damage cells and cause cancer so you must shield. When a 

victim finds one type of shielding is effective, stalkers change the 

frequencies, method or weapon, so the TI has to keep buying different 
things to shield from their stalker’s choice of current torture. 
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12.  Overwhelming Surveillance. TI’s are 

harassed with persistent surveillance. Military 
men follow them around. Sensors in their 

environment or implants in their bodies allow 
directed energy to follow the TI, no matter 

where they sit or lay down in their home, 

vehicle or yard. There must be a location 
system and a transmitter to direct the energy 

to the TI which keeps their “handler” up to the minute on where they are 
and what they are doing. It could be MIMO, radar, WiFi/WiVi, ultrasound, 

satellite or thermal imaging or a combination of technologies. There are 
occupant location systems such as Navicon which use strip antennas. The 

antenna system may be in the house wiring linked to the Smart Meter. One 

TI said his handler told him he was being watched on a VHF/UHF channel. 
A TI always has a feeling they are being watched while eating, dressing, 

bathing, scratching or having sex. Handlers arrange for stalkers or a police 
officer to be visible wherever the TI goes, even if they just step outside on 

the porch. Neighbors are often used for surveillance. Some play a creepy 

psy-op game. Every time the TI goes out of their apartment, a stalker goes 
out at the same time. When TI is in their vehicle, someone can remotely 

control the steering and brakes to cause accidents and injuries – and fear. 
 

13.  Stalking.  Does this man look like a 
stalker? Stalking can be ordinary looking 

people carrying meters that record 

precise frequencies of your body parts 
(particularly around joints) while standing 

in line at the grocery store. This man 
stepped up behind the TI who was 

standing just ahead of him in line at 

Publix, placing the meter under his shirt 
close to his victim’s left shoulder and 

invading the TI’s personal space. Those frequencies were used to implant 
the TI and create pain in the entire shoulder in a grid pattern. Next time 

you are standing in line anywhere, notice who is standing nearby. Notice 

what they may be hiding under their clothes. They creep up behind you 
very quickly and do their dirty work, thinking you won’t notice.  

 
WHAT DO STALKERS DO? 

Cloaking.  Sometimes stalkers seem to appear out 

of nowhere in public which suggests they may be 
holograms or be transport. Although one is 

naturally skeptical about that, you have to leave 
room for the unknown. A cloaked stalker can be in 

the same room with you but you cannot see them.  
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drugs such as insulin. This could be a good medical tool but unfortunately it 

is being used to perform surveillance and torture people. The In-Body 
Network can include nano particles which can be injected covertly just like 

any other implant. “Connecting In-Body Nano Communication with Body 
Area Networks: Challenges and Opportunities of the Internet of Things,”—

Falko Dressler and Stefan Fischer, 2014.  

TI’s are implanted in the foot 
with a pressure sensor coupled 

with a device which may be the 
OriginGPS which can talk directly 

to satellites. The ORG12XX Series 
from OriginGPS is the world's first 

GPS+GLONASS Module with on-

board Antenna. The ORG1208 has an integrated RF 
connector, and an auxillary I2C port for MEMS (pressure sensor) which can 

be part of the WBANS. Implants4Everyone:youtube.com/watch?v=Mm42109QQAA 

         Government Plans for National Medical Surveillance System. 

This system is not completed yet but it is being used on TI’s. It is a 

national priority over the next five years and will become part of a national 
research network. See http://blogs.fda.gov/fdavoice/index.php/2015/02/moving-toward-

a-national-medical-device-postmarket-surveillance-system/ 

BANS are the perfect way to keep every human under surveillance 

because the information is sent wirelessly to the government. Cell phone 
manufacturing has been standardized to be used with this international 

project. Under FCC rules, only healthcare professionals are allowed to 

activate the implants, but TI’s know that the system is being used by the 
military, law enforcement and stalkers to track them and stimulate their 

implants. Each BAN system has its own MAC address which can be dialed 
up just like a cell phone. A Survey of MAC Protocols for Cognitive Radio 
Body Area Networks, Sabin Bhandari, 2015. 

17.  Remote Neural Monitoring (RNM) and V2K. A new 

arsenal of weapons, based on devices designed to 

introduce subliminal messages or to alter the body's 
psychological and data-processing capabilities are being 

used to incapacitate individuals. These weapons aim to 
control or alter the psyche, or to attack the various sensory 

and data-processing systems of the human organism. The 

goal is to confuse or destroy the signals that normally keep 
the body in equilibrium. James Ellenbogen talks about “cell 

phones in the brain” and Igor Fineman talks of receiving 
nerve impulses to render thoughts and intentions. Richard Anderson 

researches a computer chip in the parietal reach region of the brain that 
connects the brain to a computer and cell phones. See YouTube:  Beyond 
Human: The Cyborg Revolution. 
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Wireless Medical Intra-Body Area Networks (BANS) are a biomedical sensor 

system of implanted passive or active radio frequency devices which can be 
monitored at a remote computer location. See A Very Low Power MAC 
(VLPM) Protocol for Wireless Body Area Networks, Ullah N, 2011 
 

Biopotential acquisition systems have a micro-controller (some have 

extra space for adding sensors), a radio and an antenna. An Intra-Body 
Network has a main actuator/gateway which communicates with multiple 

nodes implanted at various places in the body. BANS use electromagnetic, 
ultrasonic or nano communication. The most effective transmission is 

pulsed ultrasound which confers a spatial resolution 5 times greater than 

magnetic stimulation. The FCC limits RF to 1-10 mW/cm2 and ultrasound 
(US) to 720 mW/cm2. Ultrasound is the most efficient method of 

communication through tissues in the human body. Ultrasound mediated 
frequencies are used to stimulate implants. “In neuroscience, it’s easy to 

disrupt things…We can distract you, make you feel numb, trick you with 

optical illusions. It’s easy to make things worse, but it’s hard to make them 
better.” Ultrasound directed to the human brain can boost sensory 
performance,” William Tyler, Jan. 2014. 

There is a (1) wake-up interrogator signal to stimulate a passive 

implant or communicate with an active implant, (2) a signal from one node 

to another and (3) a return data signal from the implant to the originator or 
receiver which tells the torturer how much pain their victim is feeling, 

There are also actuator nodes which are sensors that can dispense  
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Stalkers can inject an implant and deliver chemicals or biologicals to the 

victim without ever being seen. They perform covert injections in locked 
rooms. This is technology which has not been disclosed to the public. Some 

stalkers have been seen by using a laser light on their metamaterial suits 
which could be fabric or paint. See Metamaterials breakthrough could lead 
to the first wide-spectrum optical invisibility cloak, Brian Dodson, 2013. 

Some people have carried a machete or gun around the house to deter 
cloaked stalkers which has been effective. At the risk of sounding absurd, 

you have to consider the possibilities of unknown technologies: (1) active 
holograms (2) teleportation, (3) the ability to become small (4) cloaked 

midgets. One TI heard a midget (they have distinctive voices) come in a 
window and get caught upside-down in the cords of the Venetian blinds. 

He yelled for help and another stalker came to his rescue. Despite their 

technology, most stealthy activities occur at night under cover of darkness. 

Home Break-ins. The first thing a TI notices is that someone has 

been in their home while they were away or at night while they were 
sleeping. The stalker leaves evidence of their having been in the home to 

create an atmosphere of terror and to incite fear and anger, which is part 

of the psychological attack. Stalkers try to provoke an act of violence or an 
uncontrolled public demonstration of rage from their victim.  

Home Modification. Stalkers modify the victim’s home to suit 
themselves. Some move into the home, living in the attic or crawl spaces. 

If stalkers can’t get in a door, they take out a window. They reorganize the 
plumbing and wiring. They install electronics for surveillance (passive and 

active), sensors for locating an occupant in the home, transponders, radio 

transceivers, antennas and motion activated noise-making devices.  

Steal Personal Items. The TI’s privacy is compromised, which is an 

egregious wound, since your home is considered your castle and can legally 
be protected with deadly weapons. Fear of having expensive items stolen is 

created by the theft of keys to home and vehicles, driver’s licenses, 

passports, credit cards and phones. They have “Total Access” to the TI. 

Restaurant Stalking. Stalkers follow the TI to restaurants, theaters 

and malls. At restaurants, waiters put their choice of contaminants in the 
TI’s food and/or take an extra long time to serve them or don’t serve them 

at all. The kitchen staff put themselves in a prominent position when the TI 

leaves the restaurant so the TI gets the message of who has stalked them.  

Stalked While Shopping. Most TI’s are stalked when they leave their 

home from people on foot, on bicycles, in cars, people in stores and store 
managers. Publix, Winn Dixie, Kroger, Walmart, Target, Home Depot, 

Dollar General, IHOP, Panera, TI Friday’s, Catherine’s, Dickey’s Barbecue, 
Jo-Ann Fabric, Walgreens, Staples, Jason’s Corner (New Smyrna Beach FL) 

and others cooperate in getting brain and body frequencies for shocking, 

burning, mind control and torturing. They fully support and approve the  
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use of DEW’s on people. These companies use their 

employees, some just teenagers, to stalk people who 
are already victims of police crime. The purpose is to 

remove the victim from society. They are not allowed 
to eat in restaurants or buy groceries without being 

assaulted. This is a Publix employee performing 

stalking services for his employer. 

The police “partner” with these companies and do 

not disclose what the drug dealing police did to the 
victim, such as spraying them with chemicals in their 

sleep or poisoning their children with pesticides 
causing illness and death, or that they destroyed their homes they honestly 

paid for all their lives. These stores capitulate and take part in the torture. 

They either have installations on their premises or stalkers are sent into 
these stores. They use cell phones to direct a beam of energy. The TI is 

shot with frequencies that shock, vibrate and cause them pain while they 
are trying to shop. A stalker may go in the store carrying a device in a 

backpack. Store managers abuse the Target. They call the TI names, laugh 

at them and throw them out of the store, threatening to arrest them for 
trespass. See: “Applications of Smart phones for Ubiquitous Health 
Monitoring and Wellbeing Management.” Walmart is also gassing people in 
their Atlanta store. See YouTube: “Pesticides Sprayed on TI at Walmart.” 

Example of grocery store stalking: This happened at the Winn Dixie 
in Edgewater, Florida in February, 2015. The incident was instigated by a 

stalker directing energy at the TI with a cell phone. Store employees 

helped stalk the TI and seemed very happy to do so. They hit the TI with 
directed energy (committing a felony and act of torture), then complained 

about having their pictures taken. They instigated a scene and then the 
manager, Walt Gilmore, threatened to call the police and arrest the TI for 

trespassing and then refused to sell them any groceries. Then he banned 

the TI from “HIS” store. This pre-arranged scheme is designed to provoke, 
challenge and eliminate the TI from society so they cannot buy food! They 

want to keep TI’s from dining at restaurants or buying groceries!   

Attacked while driving. Some TIs are stalked in their vehicles and are 

given severe whole body shocks from other vehicles. Some get shot in the 

eyes with lasers and dazzling white light. Harassment while driving takes 
on an added danger, especially for people who earn their living driving. 

They are attacked viciously so they cannot work. TI’s are put to sleep at 
the wheel and they sustain serious injuries. Some vehicles are remotely 

controlled to kill the TI by remotely taking control of the steering wheel and 
crashing the vehicle. One TI, Jim Albertson, was crushed to death between 

his vehicle and his house when stalkers remotely started his vehicle in front 

of his own home. Remote control cars may not be such a great thing. 
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 TI’s are implanted with multiple 

neuro-stimulators (one lady has 42) 
which are covertly injected into their 

bodies next to nerves to stimulate pain in 
joints, muscles, neck and spine. Their 

brain and body frequencies are 

stolen so implants can be programmed to 
match their unique bio-resonances so they can be tortured remotely. The 

Navy has researched ways to cause the most pain in people. The University 
of Florida in Gainesville performed a study entitled “Sensory consequences 
of electromagnetic pulses emitted by laser induced plasmas.”  The idea was 
to generate an optimal pulse to evoke peak nociceptor activation (most 

pain possible). Nociceptors are bare nerve endings that detect signals from 

damaged tissue in the skin, muscles, joints, bone 
and viscera.  “Maximum Pain is Aim of New US 
Weapon,” David Hambling, 3- 2-2005. 

This is one of the people who tried to get the 

knee frequencies of one TI who woke up with a 

needle mark and a sore, swollen spot on their 
knee the next day and has been attacked 

numerous times on the knee to knock them over.  

How does frequency cause pain? A specific frequency is the 

bioresonant equal of the tibial nerve in your knee. They send a stalker to 
record your knee frequency with an app on a phone (picture at left). In this 

instance, the victim had 5 different people kneel down beside them like this 

before they actually got the knee frequency. Why? To program the implant  
subsequently covertly given to the TI while they were sleeping and 

activation with frequencies which caused pain in the knee. The TI’s knee 
was previously perfectly healthy.  

 

The mechanism underlying EMF-induced pain is 
membrane leakage caused by weak ELF currents 

flowing through tissues preferentially which 
remove structurally important calcium ions, but 

they do so only within certain amplitude 

windows above and below which there is no 
effect, therefore, specific frequencies are needed 

for each individual. Nociceptors (nerve endings) 
contain transient receptor potential (TRP) 

channels that detect that frequency (ususally from damage to tissue). The 
TRP channels are similar to voltage-gated potassium channels or 

nucleotide-gated channels which transduce the frequency into receptor 

potentials, which initiate action potentials in the pain nerve fibers. This 
action potential is transmitted to the spinal cord. The Biological Effects of 
Weak EMF Fields, Goldsworthy, 2012. 
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Doctors falsify records when they want to illegally place people in 

mental hospitals. Doctors who don’t wish to cooperate with corrupt medical 
care may be threatened with loss of their licenses if they do not go along 

with the global agenda. They give drugs to people who don’t need them 
and withhold pain medications to TI’s being tortured so they get no relief 

from the torture. Interference in medical care degrades one’s quality of life. 

Hospitals have installations so that TI’s can be radiated while in the ER or 
while a patient. In these instances, a TI is captive to the situation. Nurses 

and doctors help stalk the helpless victims. 

16. Implants. This is an 

electron microscope 
picture of a nano device 

called a MEMS (Micro 

Electro Mechanical System) 
removed from a TI in 

California who has 2 young 
sons who also have multiple covertly inserted implants. Their implants are 

activated with frequencies which stimulate involuntary movement of 

muscles in arms and legs, keeping them awake at night. No parent can 
stand seeing their children suffering. Hurting the children is a way to hurt 

the parent. Implants may be given to every child at birth at some point in 
the future. Is that what you want for your children and grandchildren? 

Implants can change DNA because they heat up cells in the surrounding 
area. All of these capsule-type chips tested so far have caused cancer. This 

Verichip came from an animal implanted for 3 years. 

People are receiving nonconsensual 
implants unrelated to their hospital stay. 

Doctors gave Lesley Crawford: (1) cranial, 
(2) subvocal (records 

muscle movements of 

jaw related to 
language which can 

be translated into 
thoughts), (3) 

cochlear and (4) eye 

implants and now she is going blind. This is 
happening to unsuspecting law abiding citizens. This may be called 

vandalism of personal property. We have lost (i) the Constitutional right to 
life, liberty and the pursuit of our own happiness and (ii) the right to 

maintain the sovereign integrity of our bodies and our own God given 
existence! See Obama’s Brain Initiative.  

TI’s covertly receive multiple implants over time. Implants can be 

injected with a syringe, swallowed or inhaled. Nano-sized smart dust 
attaches to cells to create a radio in the human body. The TI’s implants can 

be located by airplanes and helicopters using aeronautical radio location.  
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Motels/Hotels. Patti’s Inn & Suites, located 

at Interstate 24, Exit 31, in Kentucky will sweetly 
take your money and then shock and vibrate you 

all night long. They invite people to park in their 
handicapped spaces even though they don’t have 

permits, then they let the air out of your tires. 

They have stalkers who stay in this motel. They 
call them “workers.” The staff are extra nice, all 

the while planning on shocking, vibrating and 
microwaving you so you can’t sleep. Every moment at this inn is hell. 

Motels know you are a TI the second you walk in. It is hard to 
believe, but many TI’s who have traveled all over America have witnessed 

that EVERY one already has directed energy equipment on the premises, so 

the TI is placed in a room already set up or the employees just move the 
transmitters into an empty room next to the TI or above or below. The 

government has convinced every motel and hotel in America that TI’s need 
to be shocked, vibrated and microwaved (causing radiation sickness and 

diarrhea overnight). Frequencies can stimulate the entire nervous system 

so that the TI wakes up with every cell of their body vibrating, including 
their brain. They may also arrange people to steal keys and valuables. 

Also, many people have gotten Morgellons by having genetically 
altered organisms placed in their sheets, especially at Motel 6 and 

Wyndham hotels such as Microtel. They wake up with bites on their arms 
and legs and the horror begins. They might wake up with implants too! 

Acoustic Harassment. Sound can be a powerful form of harassment. 

In public, one or more stalkers near a TI talk extra loud so they can hear 
nothing else. Stalkers wage sound wars with radios and music. They slam 

car doors shut many times while the TI is trying to sleep. They alter 
motorcycles and trucks so they produce an extra loud sound. They have 

loud vehicle parades going past the victim’s house over and over, often 

using the same colored cars called color convoys. 

Robert Duncan says this is a perception war. Sounds can create 

confusion in your perception. Homes are rigged with motion sensors that 
click or snap when a TI goes into a room. Others have booming sounds in 

the attic or crashing sounds on the roof. While it is sometimes the case that 

you can hear stalkers on the roof, sound effects can occur at any time. An 
ultrasound technology known as heterodyning can make sounds happen in 

mid-air or appear to be coming from objects in the room. You may hear 
conversation as if it is coming from the refrigerator or any surface. The 

sounds occur at the point of impact of two colliding sound frequencies.  

Sexual Harassment.  Sound produces pressure which can be felt 

called a phantom touch. Acoustic weapons use transponders to emit 

ultrasonic waves which are focused and can be guided to body parts. 
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Focused ultrasound can move doors, knock a person out of bed, 

touch a person like a caress, or create pressure on a person’s body to 
cause pain and numbness. This pressure can be put on or into a body so 

that it feels as if they are being raped. Also, implants can force orgasm. 

Women TI’s are being harassed to have sex. One woman was raped 

while her husband slept right next to her. This can be done with 

frequencies or drugs that put a person to sleep so they remember nothing. 
Another woman was drugged and someone entered her home and she was 

raped multiple times. Many young female TI’s are tortured this way. If you 
take part in stalking, you agree with this type of torture. All stalking 

violates a person’s human rights, but this is a well-thought out plan and 
violates every right for everyone. 

Body Modification. One young woman in New York who lives in an 

apartment is being harassed with persistent remote neural monitoring to 
have sex with men like a prostitute. She is heavily microwaved from all 

directions unless she complies. She claims that directed energy has altered 
the length of the long bones in her arms and legs. When a person learns of 

these things, they might scoff and say that could not happen. There are 

things more fantastic than anyone could imagine happening in laboratories, 
underground bases, offshore prisons and secret places in America. DEWs 

were used in Iraq to kill people and when the adult corpses were presented 
at the hospital, they had been reduced to a meter in height. You have to 

conclude that DEWs may be able to shrink bones.   

Chemical Poisoning and Drugging. This woman 

was sprayed with chemicals which affected her 

eyes and lungs. Stalkers place chemicals in food 
and medications. They put pesticides and toxic 

chemicals on clothing, bedding, drapes and 
carpets. They install aerosol powder and chemical 

dispensers in air conditioning ducts so that a 

whole house is saturated. One TI puts a lock on 
her refrigerator and even has to keep her purse in 

there to keep stalkers out of her medications. 
Some TI’s only use safety sealed food and water in 

containers they open only once and throw away. 

Some TI’s endure drugging on a daily basis. 
This particular horror is used to get the victim to 

capitulate to their stalker’s wishes. One TI is 
drugged into a dreamlike state and harassed with sexual activities. She is 

put to sleep at the whim of her attacker. Microwave frequencies can 
produce the effect of a drug by placing the frequency of the drug into a 

person’s brain. The frequency of LSD can induce an LSD experience. 

Frequencies are vibrations and they change the physical form of chemicals 
in the brain. See “getting high on frequencies” or “i-dosing.”  
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Heating. Microwaves speed up molecules in 

water. They effect the synovial fluid in joints and 
spinal fluid. Frequencies target the adrenal gland, 

heart, kidneys, the lymph system or the brain which 
over time causes dysfunction. Lasers cause painful 

injuries like this eye. Heating is very destructive. 

Ultrasound. Ultrasound exposure can result in significant organ 
damage including cavitations, hypothermia, and tissue shearing in the 

heart, lung and kidneys. Remote brain control is delivered with low 
intensity, low frequency ultrasound (LILFU) to the brain (goes right through 

the skull with a frequency of less than 1 MHz) which stimulates voltage-
gated sodium and calcium channels and triggers action potentials and the 

release of neurotransmitters from synapses. Ultrasound can modulate 

hormones or neurotransmitters, which may have application for psychiatric 
disorders, obesity and addiction, suppress visual activity, and activate arms 

and legs . Targeting the Brain with Sound Waves, Emily Singer, 2009. 
Focused ultrasound frequencies produce a phantom touch which crushes 

the flesh and can cause deep pain in joints. These weapons are used to 

harass people in bed. They can cause numbness, pain and arthritic type 
changes in the neck, fingers, shoulders, hips and knees. They can make a 

person feel like there is a poltergeist in the room. The precision with which 
the energy is targeted indicates that there is an intelligence at work behind 

the energy as if someone was enjoying it. 

Ultrasound can cause sonic cavitations in the lung. 

Sonic cavitation can create bubbles that explode, 

leaving vacuous holes full of infected pus. This 
happened to one TI in North Carolina. The DEW first 

struck her between her legs, the energy traveled up 
through her body to her left lung, causing it to 

collapse. She was lifted up and thrown onto the floor 

by the unseen energy. She was paralyzed and unable 
to move. Her lung had to be opened from front to 

back to remove the infection in the cavitations. The 
surgeons who operated on her to save her life had 

never seen this type of injury before and thought she had suffered blunt 

trauma injury. They finally figured out that she had been hit by a Directed 
Energy Weapon. This TI’s husband had been killed on his job by a machine 

that exploded and she sued the company he worked for and during the 
litigation, she became a target. Now she is stalked for life! 

15. Medical Care. Laws about privacy in medical records no longer 
apply. The government has access to everyone’s medical records and they 

delete any eye witness accounts or evidence of police or government 

crime. Doctors and their staff terrorize TIs. Every doctor’s visit or blood 
draw is an opportunity for them to implant a TI. 
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up accusations. There is a constant threat of tickets and legal issues. They 

want the TI in jail as a criminal or in a hospital as a mental patient. 

Microwaving from parked 

vehicles. Stalkers park 
vehicles outside of a TI’s 

home and radiate them, 

especially while they are 
sleeping. They triangulate 

microwaves onto the home 
and create a deadly 

microwave field. They cook 
the victim as in the 

illustration especially while 

the person is sleeping. The 
setup includes the source of 

the microwaves, the magnetron, which is mounted on the side of a 
neighboring home or sometimes in the attic of the TI’s home. The other 

antenna and generator shown here are in other cars.  

14.  Biological Effects of Directed 
Energy. This terror program fanatically 

radiates the TI 24 hours a day. No 
amount of radiation is safe. The ANSI 

guideline specifies a maximum safe 
exposure level of 5 mW/cm2 over the 

whole-body area for anyone in contact 

with RF/MW radiation. When radiation 
resonates with a body part, the biological effect is intensified. Microwave 

frequencies are very similar to the frequencies of your brain and have a 
greater effect than those same waves on any other part of the body. 

Radiation accumulates over time and never goes away. Microwaves alter 

cerebral glucose metabolism as shown (before and after). They also 
elevate triglycerides and can induce diabetes. They cause rouleau, a 

clumping of red blood cells which effects the circulation of blood and a 
severe reduction in oxygen and shortness of breath. Microwaves cause 

cataracts and blindness, loss of body fluids and electrolytes.  

Non-Thermal effects other than heat. (1) Bioresonance occurs when the 
wavelength of specific frequencies are near the size of a body part. The 

900 Mhz range which has a wavelength of about one foot can cause 
resonance in a child’s head. (2) Resonant effects allow THz waves to unzip 

double-stranded DNA. (3) Action potentials are nerve impulses in neurons, 
muscles and endocrine cells which enable neurons to communicate. They 

activate intracellular processes such as contraction in muscles and the 

release of insulin in the pancreas. They are generated by sodium channels 
and calcium channels. Radiation changes the transmembrane voltages, 

causing leakage of calcium and potassium from these channels. 
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Stalkers Direct Energy to Target. Stalkers deliver shocks and 

vibrations to the nervous system using energy in the electromagnetic 
spectrum including radio, microwave, millimeter waves, white light, 

plasma and acoustic waves-- infra and ultrasound. Lasers are especially 
cruel because they slice the skin open and cause wounds that do not 

heal. Stalkers can GPS TI’s wherever they go in public, in restaurants, on 

the beach or in a hospital while a patient in the ER unit or in their room 
using Apps on their phones or devices. Any TI that enters a hospital gets 

attacked, either as a guest or a patient. Police also have the equipment 
to radiate people in their squad cars and there are installations in public 

along the streets and in shopping centers on utility and light poles to 
accomplish this pain scenario. Once connected, the radiation is merciless. 

 
 Laser Injuries to 84 yr old Targeted Individual 

Stalkers burn the elderly with lasers. These are injuries to an 84 year 
old woman which occurred in her own home from lasers directed at her 

from surrounding homes or vehicles. Stalkers lasered 

her mother to death. They attacked her pets and put 
holes in the floor and walls of her home. 

Multiple stalkers receive an alert on their mobile phone 
something like an “Amber Alert”. They go through a 

menu and connect the source of the radiation and the 
victim. Phones apps are used to lock onto the implants 

in the TI and guide signals from cell towers and 

satellites to that implant, from any position on earth. 
That is why it is called “directed energy.” Frequencies 

can make you empty your bladder or bowels, make you fall down, lose 
your breath or sneeze. They can stop pacemakers, cause seizures, internal 

bleeding and lesions in internal organs. Cell phones are now a murder 

weapon. Look Out—He’s Got a Phone! by Charles Mann. 

Harassment with Code Enforcement and Legal Matters. Some people 

have city workers harass them about issues with their property whereas, if 
they weren’t a TI, an issue would not exist. Cities are using their authority 

to abuse people and harass people with ticket after ticket, trying to keep 

the TI embroiled in the courts which is very stressful. Also, police follow 
the TI and make up tickets. They arrest TI’s for little or nothing and make  
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